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A Bill to Fund the Cleansing of the Great Pacific Garbage Patch
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BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT:

SECTION 1. A task force will be created to increase efforts to clean the Great Pacific

Garbage Patch (GPGP). This task force shall be referred to as the Pacific

Cleanup Crew (PCC).

SECTION 2. A task force shall be defined as a crew consisting of members from multiple

different agencies as listed in Section 2A. The Great Pacific Garbage Patch

(GPGP) shall be defined as a debris patch spanning 1.6 million square

kilometers (approximately 620,000 square miles) located within the central

Pacific Ocean.

A. This task force will consist of 250 members in its first year from

agencies including but not limited to: The United States Navy, the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Fish and Wildlife Services

(FWS), the United States Geological Survey (USGS), and the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).

B. Recyclable garbage collected from the GPGP will be recycled as seen fit

by the task force.

C. All non-recyclable garbage shall be disposed of as seen fit by the task

force, as long as disposal mechanisms do not constitute further water

pollution.

SECTION 3. The United States shall issue a formal recommendation to all members of

the United States to contribute to the efforts of the Pacific Cleanup Crew.

SECTION 4. $1 billion will be reallocated from the budget of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA) to fund the PCC on the first year of this

bill’s passage.

A. $975 million will be used for the purchase of necessary

equipment. The remaining $25 million will be used as salary

B. For ten consecutive years, $100 million dollars will be

reallocated from the budget of NASA to fund the PCC.

SECTION 5. This legislation will go into effect in the next fiscal year.

SECTION 6. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Upper St. Clair High School
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A Bill to Ban the Patenting of Crop Varieties
BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT:

1 SECTION 1. No patent shall be issued for any variety of staple crop. All current patents
2 for staple crop varieties shall be nullified upon the implementation of this
3 bill.

4 SECTION 2. Staple Crop Varieties shall be defined as distinct, asexually reproducible

5 plants that fall under the umbrella of certain staple crops. For example,

6 the Fiji Apple is a variety of the staple crop Apple; Monsanto’s
7 DroughtGard Maize is a variety of the staple crop Maize.

8 SECTION 3. The US Department of Commerce and the Patent and Trademark Office

9 will be responsible for the implementation of this legislation.

10 SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect on January 1, 2023. All laws in conflict with
11 this legislation are hereby declared null and void.

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Henry Clay High School.
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A Resolution to Ban Sportwashing

1 WHEREAS, Brutal regimes across the world make use of their wealth to polish their
2 international image; and

3 WHEREAS, British and American soccer teams are now owned by gulf state dictators,

4 and the Saudi government has created and entirely new golf league to

5 compete with the PGA, and;

6 WHEREAS, League and international sports look to be the newest tools for these

7 regimes to rehabilitate their image, and;

8 WHEREAS, The continuation and expansion of financial relations between American

9 sports and foreign governments threatens to increase the financial power

10 and restrict criticism of dictatorial foriegn governments; now, therefore, be

11 it

12 RESOLVED, That the Congress here assembled ban the investment of any kind in any

13 American professional sports team or league by any person or institution

14 connected to a foreign head of state or major political official; and, be it

15 FURTHER RESOLVED, That all major American sports leagues act swiftly to expunge

16 themselves of all current investment by any of the aforementioned parties.

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Henry Clay High School.
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A Bill to Require Purchasing and Use of Firearm Storage
Devices

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT:

1 SECTION 1. Any person wanting to purchase a firearm, or anybody already in

2 possession of a firearm, must purchase a Department of Justice approved
3 storage device. The firearm must always be stored in the purchased

4 storage device when not in use. Any firearm owner without an approved
5 storage device for their firearm must also purchase a DOJ-approved

6 storage device.
7 SECTION 2. A firearm shall be defined as any weapon which is designed or can

8 Be converted to expel a projectile by the action of an explosive. A

9 Department of Justice approved storage device is a safe, case, lock

10 box, or other device  designed or used to store a firearm and can

11 only be unlocked with a key combination, or similar means. A

12 firearm storage or safety device is designed to prevent a firearm from

13 being operated.

14 SECTION 3. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives shall oversee 13

15 enforcement of this bill.
16 A. Any person found in the possession of a firearm without

17 a DOJ-approved storage device shall incur a fine of $10,000.

18 B. $5,000,000 will be allocated to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and

19 Explosives for the bureaucratic implementation of this bill.

20 SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect on January 1, 2023. All laws in conflict with
21 this legislation are hereby declared null and void.

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Henry Clay High School.
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A Bill To Regulate Dementia Prescription Drug Prices
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BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT:

SECTION 1. Standard prices will be set for prescription drugs for dementia patients.

These prices can be determined based on current economic circumstances.

SECTION 2. Prescription drugs are defined as those which can be obtained only due to a

physician’s prescription. Dementia is a chronic disorder of mental

processes, often associated with impaired reasoning, personality changes,

and memory loss. Prescription drugs used to treat dementia include

cholinesterase inhibitors and memantine.

SECTION 3. The FDA would be in control of the pricing of all dementia prescription

drugs.

A. Prices would be unbiased, not relating to the drugmakers but rather the

drug itself. Pharmaceuticals would be thoroughly evaluated to set pricing.

B. The Economics Staff of the FDA will determine and modify the prices based

on the changing economic situation.

SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect on [“January 1, 2024”]. All laws in conflict

with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Paul Laurence Dunbar High School
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A Resolution to Urge Further Action on Police Misconduct
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WHEREAS, Police frequently have altercations with private citizens, usually members

of minority groups; and

WHEREAS, Police spend a substantial amount of their training time on weapons and

fighting compared to conflict de-escalation; therefore

WHEREAS, When police officers have altercations with members of the general public,

there is a substantial risk of the altercation becoming violent and resulting

in the harm of one or more parties involved; and

RESOLVED, That the Congress here assembled increases resource allocation toward

police de-escalation training to allow an emphasis in the police academy

for this form of conflict management. All other laws and/or passages of

Congress that conflict with this bill will be considered null and void.

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Paul Laurence Dunbar High School.
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A Resolution to Assist in Controlling Drug Addiction
and Assist in Recovery

1 BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT:

2 WHEREAS, Overdoses from heroin, prescription drugs, and opioid pain relievers last year

3 surpassed car accidents as the leading cause of injury-related death in America,

4 according to the Centers for Disease Control; and

5 WHEREAS, Deaths have reached their highest levels of the 21st century in 2014, the most

6 recent year for which data is available, according to the National Institute on

7 Drug Abuse.; and

8 WHEREAS, Heroin overdoses have more than tripled in the last five years; now, therefore,

9 be it

10 RESOLVED, By the Congress here assembled that (1) The United States shall improve

11 prescription drug monitoring programs to help states monitor and track

12 prescription drug diversion and to help at-risk individuals access services,

13 because inefficiencies and loopholes. (2) The United States shall improve

14 prescription drug monitoring programs to help states monitor and track

15 prescription drug diversion and to help at-risk individuals access services,

16 because inefficiencies and loopholes. (3) Shift resources towards identifying and

17 treating incarcerated people who are suffering from addiction, rather than just

18 punishment as is often the case currently. (4) Prohibit the Department of

19 Education from including questions about the conviction of an applicant for the

20 possession or sale of illegal drugs on the Free Application for Federal Student

21 Aid (FAFSA) financial aid form.

National Speech & Debate Association • Diversity and Inclusion: CONGRESSIONAL LEGISLATION
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A Bill to Remove the Confederacy From the US Military

1 BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT:
2 SECTION 1. All properties of the US Departments of Defense and Education named
3 after confederate officers must change their name to a non-confederate
4 person or place. All to whom this law applies that don’t comply with the
5 change shall lose their federal funding.
6 SECTION 2. All properties of the US Departments of Defense and Education refers to
7 all military and academy dorms, military bases, warships, and forts, and
8 all public universities and dorm buildings.
9 SECTION 3. The US Department of Education and the US Department of Defense shall
10 oversee the implementation of this legislation.
11 SECTION 4. This bill shall be implemented immediately upon passage.
12 SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void

National Speech & Debate Association • Diversity and Inclusion: CONGRESSIONAL LEGISLATION
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A Resolution to Oppose Oppressive Voter ID Laws

1 WHEREAS, Voter ID Laws are used in many states to restrict the right to vote “to
2 those who can show appropriate picture identification;” and
3 WHEREAS, This identification can often be difficult or expensive to obtain; and
4 WHEREAS, Those impacted by these laws are disproportionately people of color; and
5 WHEREAS, These laws limit the ability of all people to participate in the democratic
6 process; and
7 WHEREAS, A democracy is supposed to be a government for, by, and of the people;
8 and
9 WHEREAS, Representation cannot effectively occur if individuals are unjustly
10 silenced; now, therefore, be it resolved
11 RESOLVED, By the Congress here assembled that we reject all oppressive voter
12 identification laws in the United States.

National Speech & Debate Association • Diversity and Inclusion: CONGRESSIONAL LEGISLATION
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A Bill to Provide Funding for Puerto Rico

1 BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT:
2 SECTION 1. Puerto Rico shall be granted full statehood.
3 SECTION 2. Initial representation in Congress will consist of two senators and one
4 representative, with proportional representation to be determined by
5 census results.
6 SECTION 3. The Department of Treasury shall immediately discharge Puerto Rican
7 debt related to pension liabilities and bonds. Additionally, the Federal
8 Emergency Management Agency shall make $100 billion available for
9 rebuilding infrastructure and utilities. SECTION 4. This shall take effect on
10 the 1st of January next year.
11 SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.

National Speech & Debate Association • Diversity and Inclusion: CONGRESSIONAL LEGISLATION
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A Bill to Ease Gentrification

1 BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT:
2 SECTION 1. The Long-Term Home Ownership Tax Credit is hereby established. Any US
3 citizen who is a racial or ethnic minority who has lived in their home for
4 more than five consecutive years will be eligible to apply. This tax credit
5 will cover 100% of costs for increases in local, state, and federal taxes on
6 their home compared to the tax cost from five years after purchasing or
7 mortgaging the home, scaled for inflation. This tax credit will be a write
8 off for income tax, but will be equal in value to the increase in property
9 taxes scaled for inflation.
10 SECTION 2. A racial or ethnic minority shall be defined as a culturally, ethnically, or
11 racially distinct group from the majority, which currently in the U.S. is
12 Caucasian. Additionally, people who have inherited the home shall inherit
13 the tax credit as long as the person who passed it down to them qualified
14 for it.
15 SECTION 3. The Internal Revenue Service and US Department of Housing and Urban
16 Development shall oversee the implementation of this legislation.
17 SECTION 4. This legislation shall be taken into effect starting in the current or
18 upcoming year.

National Speech & Debate Association • Diversity and Inclusion: CONGRESSIONAL LEGISLATION
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A Bill to End Usury in Postsecondary Study Loans

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED:
1 SECTION 1. Interest may not be charged or collected on any loan provided for the
2 purposes of postsecondary study within the United States or its
3 territories.
4 SECTION 2. All existing interest on loans of this type is hereby canceled.
5 SECTION 3. Any lender that attempts to charge or collect interest on such a loan shall
6 become responsible for paying off the entire remaining balance owed on
8 that loan.
9 SECTION 4. This legislation shall be overseen by the Consumer Financial Protection

Bureau (CFPB).
10 SECTION 5. This legislation shall take effect immediately upon passage.
11 SECTION 6. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.

Introduced for Congressional Debate by NSDA October 2022
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